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By Gerald E. Nitzberg and Stewart Crandall 
An analysis of low-speed boundary-layer flow over airfoils 
at moderate an&es of attack and at Reynolds numbers of several 
million is presented. Methods are deveLoped for estimating the 
growth of the boundary layer in the regions of lsminar separation 
and transition. Calculation of the growth of the turbulent 
boundary layer Ad the chordwise location of the turbulent 
separation point are considered. 
The concepts, which are found to be.basic for understanding 
low-speed boundary-layer flow, are also applied to data for 
transonic speeds. A close similarity is found to exist between 
low-speed and transonic boundary-layer flow. An approximate 
procedure for calculating boundary-layer growth through shock 
waves is presented. The local effects of both laminar and 
turbulent boundary-layer separation are considered. 
INTRODUCTION 
Experimental measurements at transonic speeds have indicated 
that changes in the airfoil surface condition or of Reynolds 
number cause marked changes in the chordwise static-pressure 
distribution. In particular; the flow in the vicinity of the 
shock wave is entirely different for lsminar than for turbulent 
boundary-layer flow. Before an adequate analysis of trsnsonic 
flow past airfoil sections can be made, it is necessary to obtain 
some understanding of the characteristics of boundary layers at 
transonic speeds. 
There is little analysis available for boundary layers at 
transonic speeds; however, a vasL literature dealing with low-speed 
boundary-layer theory exists. The question naturally arises as to 
whether some,of these numerous methods of analysis can be extended 
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to apply to transonic flow. The various boundary-layer flow regimes 
at low speeds are considered for the case of an airfoil at a 
moderate angle of attack. A number of bas-lc characteristics of 
boundary-layer flow appear in this analysis. It ie the purpose of 
this report to examine some transonlc boundary-layer data to 
determine whether fundamental similarity exists between boundary- 
layer flow at low and transonic speeds. 
An airfoil at a moderate angle of attack was selected for 
the low-speed case In order to avoid the complex problem of 
predicting the chordwise location of transition from laminar to 
turbulent flow when this occurs ahead of the theoretical position 
of laminar separation. In the case considered, transition from 
laminar to turbulent flow follows separation of the laminar 
boundary layer and subsequent reattachment of the flow to the 
airfoil surface. This case ia fruitful because regions of both 
leminar and turbulent separation occur. 
There are several setiempirical methods for calculatin& the 
development of the turbulent boundary layer and the position of 
turbulent separation. Data obtained at the Bureau of Standards 
and recently presented by Dryden.(reference 1) assist-in evaluating 
the methods for calculating turbulent separation. Theee data show 
that the skin-friction coefficient of turbulent boundary layers Is 
highly dependent upon the velocity profile, that Is, the shape of 
the velocity distribution through the boundary layer. This 
dependence was not established at-the time von Doenhoff end Tetervin 
(reference 2) developed their semiempirical equation for calculating 
the ohordwise position of turbulent-separation. It appears that the 
complexity of their equation is at least partly due to attempting 
to fit an equation to the experimental data while neglecting the 
dependence of skin-friction coefficient on the velocity profile. 
The much stipler procedure developed by Gruschwitz (reference 3) 
is in substantial agreementwith the data of reference 1 and is a 
fair approximation to the data of reference 2. Theretire, the 
semiempirical equation of Gruschwitz IS used in the present report' 
for calculating the turbulent separation point. 
, 
A significant experimental study of boundary-layer flow at 
transonic speeds has been made by Ackeret, Feldmann, and Rott 
(reference 4.) These data are considered in the present report 
in terms of the concepts developed for low-speed flows. 
\ -. 
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density in boundary layer at point where velocity equals u 
boundary-layermomentumthicloless 
Gruschwitz boundary-layer shape parameter (equation (6)) 
surface shearing stress 
skln+riction coefficient 
kinematic viscosity 
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Consider a smooth-surfaoed airfoil at a moderate angle of 
attaok In a low-turbulence low-speed flow. The various regimes of 
boundary-layer flow over the airfoil can be readily differentiated 
on the basis of the local pressure distribution. To avoid the 
confusion of plus and minus signs, the pressure coefficient S, which 
is defined as the ratio of the local to the free--stream velocity 
squared, will be used. The maximum pressure coefficient occur8 on 
the upper surface near the airfoil leading edge. (See fig. 1.) 
Over the next few percent of the airfoil chord, there is an abrupt 
dearease in S. This decrease occurs in two parts which are divided 
by a short region of constent pressure. The corresponding behavior 
of the boundary layer is as follows: From the peak pressure point 
to the constant-pressure region the flow is laminar. In the region 
of constant pressure, which will be shown to be about-l percent of . 
the chord in length for Reynolds numbers of about one million, the 
boundary layer remains laminar but is separated from the surface by 
a "deabir" bubble, The flow then turns turbulent and spreads 
back to the surface with the accompanyLng second abrupt decrease 
in S. Aft of the sharp forward pressure peak there are relatively 
moderate chordwise pressure gradients (fig. 1) and the boundary 
layer Is turbulent, Over the rear portion of the airfoil there 
is a region of relatively conetent pressure. In such a region, S 
is somewhatgreater thanone, and the local boundary-layer flow is 
referred to as turbulent separation. 
The pressure distribution which has just-been described is 
the actual viscous-flow pressure distribution whioh approximates 
the potential-theory pressure distribution exoept In the vicinity ' 
of both the region of laminar and turbulent separation. 
The various regimes of flow will now be treated in detail. 
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Laminax Flaw 
The extant of. the laminarflc~ on the airfoilfcrr the ease 
being oonsidered is small but it is of im-jortanoe for determining 
the initial conditions in the-turbulent boundary layer. In refe+ 
enue 5,von&& EindMlllikanhave studied laainar b--lay8r 
separation for the o&se of pressure distributions having a sharp 
pee. It is shown in this reference that the oondltions for 
lamlnar separation are independent of both Reynolds nunib8r and the 
actual magnitude of the peak pressure coeffioient. When the maximum 
preeeure oomrs near the leading edg8, as in the pmsentoase, the 
laminar boundary layer separates at the chordwise station at which 
the local value of S is about 0.81 times the peak pressure coeffi- 
cient. -Furthermore,ss aanbe deteminedframthe results of 
reference 5, the local boundary-layer momentum thickness at this 
separation point is simply 
8 -5:- hy?& (1) 
where u is the chord length, R, is the airfoil Reynolds 
number, and B is defined as 
dfi 
B= 
d@hJo) 
d(x/o) = d(x/c) 
For the low-speed type of airfoil pressure d.istribution being 
analyzed in the present reportsthe value of B is nearly canstaut 
from the pressure peak to the laminar separation point 80 that 
equation (1) is applicable. From reference 5,it is also found 
that at the lmimr separation point the ratio of boundary-layer 
displacement to momentum thiokmss has a value of 3.8. 
A region of separated laminar flow is characterized by 
constant looal pressure. Thus, as there are no pressure or shear 
forces acting on the boundary layer, there cannot be any appreciable 
changes in the boundary-layer nm+.entum defect; that is, the 
boundary-layermomntmnthickness mustremainvirtuallyconstant 
over the constant-pressure region, At the ssm time there must 
be a rapid looal increase in the boundary-layer displacement 
thiotise since it is necessary to have a distortion of the 
streamline8 to decrease the local pressure gradient to zero. In 
reference 6, laminar separation was measured onsg ?JC.A 66,2416 
airfoil section at an angle of attack of 10.l" and for a Reynolds 
number range of 0.9 to 2.6 million. An analysis of these data 
indicated that the momentum thictiss does remain virtually oonstant 
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in the region of oonetant pressure while there is a marked increase 
in the boundary-layer bisplaoement thiakness. (See fig. 2.) 
There appears to be the following factor determining the 
magnitude Of this inOrt3aSe in th8 displacement thioknees, ThrOugh- . 
out the range of Reynolds numbers for whioh data are pr8eented, the 
length of the region of constant pressure can be oharacterized by 
a value of RL equal to approximately 25,000, where RL la the 
length of the region of constant pressure times the looal velocity 
and dltided by the kinematic viscosity. Two other properties of 
thelaminar eeparat8dregionare kncrwn: Thelooalpressure, hence 
veloolty, are constant; whereas in the absence of separation there 
would be a large local velocity gradient j3. The sha.pe and 
etude of the dead-air bubble are such as to bra about this 
change in the looal velocity gradient. From thin airfoil theory, 
it Is known that a looal velooity perturbatlan is proportional to 
the height of a looal bump h 
where 
-= 
L 
Kg u (2) 
h height of bump 
an velocity perturbation due to bump 
U looal stream velocity 
L, length of region of constant velocity ohmaoterlzed by 
~~ = 25,000 
The following data obtained from reference 6 indicate that the 
value of K is about one: 
,gx 106 0.10 0.08 
.5 x lo* .lO .08 
.2 x lo6 .08 .07 
The height of the dead-airbubble is thus directly dete~ble 
from the potential-theory pressure distribution and equation (2). 
That this height is equal to the increment of the displacement 
thickness over the constanGpressur8 region follows directly from 
the definition of the displacement thickness, since the air velocity 
Inside the bubble is virtually zero. 
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The baundary--layerm~ntumanddisp~cementthic~ss at the 
endof the region of laminar separation are thus calculable. The 
looal mcmentum thickn8ss is obtained frcun equation (l), and the 
displacement thickness is 3.8 times this value plus ths max&mzm 
displacement of the Separated flow from the surface. The latter 
quantity is obtained from equation (2). 
Transition Region 
At the termination of the shortconstan~pressure region, the 
separated lamlnar flow becomes turbulent and spreads back toward 
the airfoil surface. Over the region inwhich the separated 
turbulent flow spreads tcward the airfoil surface to establish 
itself as a turbulent boundary layer, there ie a large pressure 
gradient. An a.~lysis of the e~r&ental boundary-layer profiles 
in reference 6 indicated that over this region there was only a 
small. variation in the boundary-layer displacement thiclmess. This 
variation coneierted of an initial decrease followed by an incmase, 
so that the displacement thickness at the end of this region of 
large pressure gr&ientwas nearly the ssme as at the beginning. 
At tie same tti, the boundary-layer momentum thic~ss increased 
rapidly. The classical equation for analyzing the growth of 
momentum thickness is the boundary-layer momentum integral equa- 
tion 
where 
8 
x 
s* 
s 
9 
da 
E + @Q+W z _ To 
dx 2s ax 2q 
momentumthickn8ss 
length along airfoil Surface 
displacement thiclmese 
preesure coefficient 
local dynam30 pressure 
skin-friction coefficient 
(3) 
The grcnhh of the boundary-layer~ntumthic~ss inthe transi- 
tion region can be calculated by means of equation (3). This 
calculation is aImp18 because when the flow is detached from the 
surface the skill-friction coefficient is zero; moreover the experi- 
mental data suggest the use of a constant value of the boundary-layer 
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displacement thickness, namely, Its value at the end of the region 
of laminar separation. Hence equation (3) reduces to 
where subscripts 1 and 2 indicate, respeotively, conditions at the 
beginning of and at some later point in the transition region. 
In figure 2,a comparison is presented between the theoretical 
and experimental momentum thickness distribution in the region of 
leminar separation and transition for the IWX 66,2416, a = 0.6 
airfoil section at an angle of attack of 10.10 and a Reynolds number 
of goo,OOo. According to the theory, the momentum thlcknese should 
remain constant over the region of Separation at a value given by 
equation (1). In th8 transition region the momentum thioW.ess growth 
tras calculated by means of equation (4), using the experimental 
pressure distribution obtained from reference 6 and assuming a 
constant value of displacement thickness of O.OOOg chord lengths. 
The value of momentum thickness at the point of leminar 
separation estimated,using equation (l), agrees well with the 
experimental value. However, there is a growth of momentum thickness 
In the region of constant pressure not predicted by the theory. 
Consequently,the theoretical values of momentum thiclrness in the 
following transition region are lower than the e~rimental because 
they depend upon the theoretloal value at the end of the constant- 
pressure region which Is s-what lower than the erperdmental. 
Turbulent Flow 
A nUUb8r of methods are available for calculating the growth 
of the turbulentboundary layer. These methods consist of different 
procedures for solving the boundary-layer momentum equation. The 
factors which appear In this equation are the chordwise pressure 
distribution, the local ratio of dlsplaoement to momentum thickness, 
and the looal ekln-friction ocefficient. At points some &Lstan$e 
ahead of the turbulent separation there Is uncertainty in the 
theoretioal estimation of each of thee8 faotOr8. The presence of 
a region of separated flow appreciably alters the pressure distri- 
bution, ahead of aa well as behind the separation point, from the 
unseparated or potential-flow distribution. The ratio of dieplaoe- 
ment to momentum thickness varies from about 1.4 to 2.5 over the 
region of turbulent flow. The data recently presented by Dryden 
show that the variation of this ratio results in a marked variation 
in the skin-friotion ooefficient. 
- 
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In spite of the previously mentioned difficulties, relatively 
atip approximate solutions of the momentum equation can be used 
- to obtain quite aocurat8 values for the b oundary-layer growth up 
to the vicinity of th8 turbulent separation point. In cases Where 
turbulent separation ooc-ure, errors in evaluating the skin-friction 
coefficient areof secondary importance becauee the effects of the 
local pressure foroea on the boundary-layer growth are larger than 
the surface shear foroee. 'Izle ratio of displacement to momentum 
thictiss 6*/Q appears in the momentum equation only in the group 
(S*/e + 2) whioh, although ranging frcm 3.4 to 4.5, only varies 
between 3.4 and 3.8 for the major portion of tie region of 
unseparatedturbulentplow. It thus appears that the greatest 
uncertainty in the theoretical oaloulation of boundary-layer growth 
I arises from ohanges in the pressure distribution due to the presence 
of a region of turbulent separated flaT. The magnitude of these 
I . 
1 
- 
pressure changes dspends upon the variation of the boundary-layer 
displacement thickness in the wake as well as over the rear portion 
of the airfoil. This is a complex problem which has not as yet 
been adequately solved. Of course, if the boundary-layer calcula, 
tlons are based on an experimental pressure distribution, this 
oomRlexity is circumvented. 
In view of the unoertainty in evaluating the basic parameters, 
it foll<sws that elaborate stepby--etep calculation8 of the boundary- 
layer growth involve unwarranted complexity. For fully developed, 
turbulent, boundary-layer flow, a reasonable value for the skill- 
friction coefficient can be obtained from Falkner's equation for 
turbulent flow over flat plates (reference 7), namely 
7 
0 1 -= 
2a 153 Rgl'= 
where G is the looal Reynolds nmiber in which the molnentum 
thickness is used as the characteristic length. The chordwise 
variation of boundary-layer momentum thiclmess can be obtained 
most directly by substituting this equation into equation (3) and 
integrating under the assumption of a constant average value of H 
of 1.6 which leads to 
6.0076 
s 
cdo)2 
= %=‘=s22*f (I& 
S2d (x/c) +(;~'0~~2" (5) 
. 
. A knowledge of the chordwise grarth of boundary-layer momentum thickn8ss gives no indication of separation. Boundary-layer s - measurements in the vicinity of-the turbulent seperation point ar8 
ingen8ralagreementthatth8boundazy-layer shape vt8r 
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(H = 8*/Q) can be used as an indicator of the location of the 
turbulent eeparation point. The value of H at separation is 
between 1.8 and 2.7, usually being about 2.5. Therefore,a 
relationship is needed to permit the calculation of the boundary- 
layer shape parameter. In reference 2,the semiempirical equation 
derived for calculating the variation of H is 
CP 
4.680 (&-2.s-rs) 
-=e --- 
dx 
2.035 (H - 1.286) 
J 
where ‘10 
a 
is the equivalent flat-plate skin--friction coeffioient 
based on the local value of R 
fr 
It appear6 that this equation is 
excessively oomplex as a reaul of the fact that, in fitting an 
equation to the experimental data, it was assumed that the value 
of the skin-friotion ooefficient was independent of H. The data 
presented in reference 1 indioate that,for values of H from about 
1.5 to 2.2,the skin-friction coefficient ie approximately 
proportional to (TbJ2q) /W-9) l 
B 
Thus,when the dependence of 
skin-friction coefficient on H is taken into account the von Doenhoff- 
Tetervin equation may reduce to the much simpler form . 
F(H)dH=++AA 
0 
However, there are not sufficient data available to permit an 
accurate determination of the variation of skill--friction coefficient 
with H as well as with Reynolds number. In the present report 
the Grusobwite equation will be used. 
Gruschwitz assumed that the turbulent boundary-layer velocity 
profiles formed a -parameter family, The shape parameter he 
used was deffned as 
This paster is related to 8, x, and S by the empiricalequation 
0 d(W) - - = 0.00461 - 0.00894 7 s dx 
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The data of references 1 and 2 lend considerable weight to the basic 
assumption of 'Gruschwitz. In both of these references,the velocity 
distribution through the boundary layer is shown to depend only 
upon H. The variation of the boundary-layer velocity profile with 
H is studied by plotting ourves of u/C7 versus H for various 
constant values of y/8. The data in these two reports are in good 
agreement for values of y/8 above one. 
An analysis of the data of references 1 end 2 revealed that 
for each airfoil the quantity Sq varied.leea thsn 20 percent 
throughout the region of turbulent flow. This variation appeared 
to be somewhat dependent upon Reynolds number and hence these data 
were not in close agreement with the equation presented by 
Gruechwitz. However, 
average- variation for 
represented by 
for Reynolds numbers of several million the 
each configuration investigated was well 
d(W) - = 0.005 - 0.009 '1 
dx 
which is essentially the Gruschwitz equation. This equation was 
investigated only for regions of decreasing pressure coefficient S. 
It can be used to oalculate the turbulent boundary-layer separation 
point for airfoils at moderate angles of attack. The value of q 
for which fully turbulent flow starts is approximately 0.58 (H = 1.4), 
and separation occurs when q attains a value of. about 0.93 (H = 2.5). 
Inperfarming this computation,it is merely necessary to know the 
chordwise pressure distribution. W]len the region of separated 
turbulent flow is more than 10 percent of the chord in length, there 
is a substantial differenoe between the actual and the potential- 
theory pressure distributions, Consequently, if the calculations 
are based on the potential-theory pressure distribution, considerable 
error can exist in estimating the chordwise position of the separ& 
tion point. However,since, as was noted above, tiere is only a 
moderate chordwise variation in the quantity SQ it ie possible 
to obtain a close estimate of the value of the pressure coefficient 
S over the separated region. In fact,a useful rough a=romtion 
IS 
(ss) - 6 (mg,o q=o.se -5 . 8e 
or 
%+1.4 2, 
sH=2.s 
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which emphasizes that turbulent separation, just like laminar 
separation, is primrily a result of deoreases in the pressure 
ooeffioient S. 
The ohordwiee variation of q (or H) is of i&reet for 
evaluating changes in the velocity profile &ape as well as for 
predioting separation. An interesting approximation far these 
velooity profiles oan be obtained as follows: 
Assume that the velooity distribution through the boundary 
layer is relatedbyapowerlaw to the dietame fromthe surf'aoe, 
==a, 
Fromthe definitions of the various quantitieeltfollows that 
8 tw g = (l+Nl;l+m ; 6 = & ; H = 1 + 2lV 
andhence 
+ B -c L w Y N l+N)(1+2N) II 
This simple expression is in surprisingly olose agreenrentwith the 
experimentaldata. The Gruschwite shape ~ameteris then 
2 
0 [ 
B 1 
2H 
q=l- - =l- (9) 
3rpe (1+N)(1+2N) 
The variation of q 1~1th H' given by this expression is shown in 
figure 3, whioh agrees satisfactorily with the ourve obtained 
empirically by Grueohwite. A f'urther indication of the value of 
using q as a parameter is that the variation of ski-friction 
ooefficientwith q is linear for the data presented by Dryden. 
These data indicate a relation between the skin-friotion ooeffi- 
oient and the boundary-layer ahape factor such as 
. 
2 = z(2.8 - 3q) 
where 9 is the 2Yatipla-b ekin4rlotion coefficient. 
2q 
The turbulent separation on an I?AcA 66,~16, a = 0.6 airfoil 
seotion at 10.1' angle of attaok and Eb Reynolds number of 2.6 million 
L 
. 
. 
l ‘. 
. 
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is analyzed in reference 2. The experimental pressure distribution 
for this airfoil is shown in figure 1. The growth of themomentum 
thicties in the turbulent region is computed by means of equa- 
tion (5) and the experimental pressure distribution. The values- 
obtained in this computation are substituted in equation (7) and the 
chordwise variation of 9 and hence H evaluated. These values 
of H and also the calculated values of momentum thickness are 
oampEtredwith the experiment&data infigure 4. Although the 
computed values of H are smaller than those measured experimentally, 
the curves are similar in shape, and the fact that turbulent eepara- 
tion is mnt at the 0.7 ohord station is predicted by the theory. 
TRANSOlVICAmDATLCWSPREOS 
A number of the concepts which were developed in the preceding 
section for low--speed flows will be shown to apply in ccmrpreseible 
flow. Recelltly Aokeret, Fell, and Rott (reference 4) published 
a thorough experimental investigation of boundary-layer flow in the 
vicinity of compression shock waves. These data will now be examined 
in the light of the preceding low-speed analysis, At trensonic speeds 
the flow over an'aillfoil may be divided into three regions: the 
forward subsonic region, followed by a supersonio region terminated 
by a oompreseion shock which returns the looal flow to subsonic 
speeds. It is the oharaoter of the return of the flow fram supe- 
sonic to subsonic velooity which varies with the state of flow in 
the boundary layer. 
LaminarFlow 
Consider first the case of laminar boundary-layer separation 
in the vicinity of a compression shock wave. When the boundary 
layer immediately ahead of the shock wave is laminar and the local 
Nach number is about 1.2 or greater, the courpreseion shock wave 
is shaped like the Greek letter h. The front leg of the X is 
an oblique shock wave arising from the deflection of the boundary 
layer from the surface, that is, laminar separation. The rear leg 
is the main compression wave through which the flow goes from 
supersonic to subsonic velocity. Between these two branches M 
the shock wave the surface static pressure remains constant, a 
characteristic property of regions of laminar separation. Ackeret, 
Feldmann, and Rott present boundary-layer measureents for this 
type of flow, No measuremnts of the local velo&ty within the 
bubble of separation are presented. They assume appreciable 
negative velocity to exist in this bubble; whereas these velocities 
should be considered negligible. The boundary-layer-momentumand 
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displacement-thickness distributions were recalculated for zero 
velocity in the dead-air bubble,, In performing these recalculations, 
the Ackeret procedure was used for obtaining the approximate density 
variation through the boundary layer fram the measured Mach number 
I distribution. This procedure is based on the assumption that energy is constant through the boundary layer. These revised experiPlenta1 
values axe shown in figure 5. It is seen that overthe coni3ttmt- 
/pressure region the displaoement thickness grows approximately 
linearly (a phenmnon to be discussed later), while the momentum 
thiclrness remains virtually constant. Over the transition region 
of rapid pressure recovery, at the base of the main shock wave, 
displacement thickness remains constant but momentum thio3mess 
increases. The boundary-layer behavior in these regions is similar 
to that previously noted for 1owNpeed laminar separationand 
transition. Moreover, at Mach numbers of about 1.2 the length of 
the constan~pressure region can be charaoterized by a Reynolds 
number run of 100,000, a value four times that observed at low 
speeds. This particular numerical value is characteristic of 
every case of transonic laminar separation presented in reference 4. 
The differenoe between the length of the laminar separated region 
at low and high speeds may be due to the increase in the stability 
of laminar flow with Mach number (reference 8). 
Another analogy between transonic and low-speed laminar 
separation is the loaal flow deoeleratiy w)lich is associated with 
the onset of laminar separation. Ton E&man and Millikan have 
shown that at low speeds laminar separation occurs at the point 
where U2 separation ~2maximum attains a certain numerical value. 
This value depends only upon the chordwise position of the maximum 
local velocity and, for cases in which this position is well 
removed from the leading edge, the numerical value of the ratio is 
approximately 0.88. This analysis could be ewcted to apply at 
tranaonio speeds because U2/2 is the kinetic energy per unit mass 
of fluid In compressible as well as inc~preesible flew. The 
numerical value of this ratio for the transonic pressure distribu- 
tion shown in figure 5 is 0.9 which is in satisfactory agree-n-t 
with the low-speed analysis. Moreover, this ratio corresponda to 
a flow deflection of 1.5O when supersonic oblique-shock~ave 
theory is applied. In figure 5, this value is presented as the 
theoretical curve for the growth of the boundary-layer displacement 
thicln~ss over the region of lamlnar separation. The theoretical 
variation of the displacement thickness Is seen to be only about 
one--half of that found experimentally. This differenoe is primarily' 
due to the ourvature of the surface. The flow is deflected 1.5@ 
with reference to a line tangent to the surface a-t the point of 
deflection. Consequently, in addition to the increase in displaoe- 
ment thickness caused by the flow deflection, there is an increase 
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treasured by the perpendicular distance from the surface to the line 
tangent tc the suHace at the deflection point. It was not possible 
to determine this distance fromthe datapresentedinreference 4. 
A more exact calculation would consider thie effect of surface 
curvature and then asfmm that 8* is constant over the follui&3g 
ta?ansition region. The momentum thic~ee is theoretically constant 
over tie region- of laminar separation while the experimental mBasur+ 
nrentu ehm a small increaee. In the region of transition and 
rssttachment, which occurs at W base of the main shock wave, the 
transcnic data indicatethatthe dieplacementthic~se is virtually 
0oMta3lt. This resultie the eame.as that notedforlow-speedflow. 
Inorderko calculate the growth of theboundary-layermomentum 
thickness in the tirantsition region,it 16 necessary to el@cy the 
mcmentumintegralequation. For a com~eseible fluid,this equa- 
tion 18 
-+Zdp de 2e+6* a02 To +-es- 
dx Pax 2u2 dx 2q 
(10) 
where p and U are, respectively, the local density and velocity 
immediately outside the boundary layer. In the transition region, 
the flow is detached frcm the surface so the skin-friction coeffi- 
cient is zero. As a first approximation to the density variation 
outside the boundary layer adiabatic variation is assumed. Then 
the solution of equation (10) is 
where subscripts 1 and 2 are, respectively, conditions at the 
beginning and end of an interval in which K is the average value 
of 
The moment&+thickness distribution calculated, by means of this 
appromte solution, over tie transition region is also presented 
~~~~ 5- , 
A further effect of laminar separation, which is indicated by 
Ackeret'e data, is a rearward movement of the position of the main 
shock wave from its position when the boundary layer is turbulent. 
Consider the subsonic chordwise velocity distribution behind the 
shock wave in the latter case as a reference distribution; it is 
anParent that the presence of the effective bumg, which is the bubble 
. 
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of laminar separation, raieee the local velocities above the 
reference distribution. Thus, the chordwise location of the point 
at which sonic velccity occurs moves aft,and hence the shock wave 
moves aft when fully turbulent boundary-layer flow is replaced by 
laminar separation. It should be noted that between these two tspes 
of shock-wave boundary-layer interaction there is another possible 
type. When laminar separation occur8 some distanoe from the leading 
edge of an airfoil, the laminar boundary layer at the separation 
point is rather thick and easily destabilized. Thus, the very process 
of laminar separation could precipitate transition ahead of the main 
shock wave. Thils would result in a marked change in the appearance 
of the main shock wave from that of the lambda-type wave. 
The question arises as tc whether the boundary-layer 
momentumintegralequation canbe used to calculate the boundary- 
layer growth through a shock wave. The primary factor which could 
invalidate the use of this equation would be the occurrence of 
static pressure variation through the boundary layer. In refer- 
ence 4, static pressure surveys through the boundary layer are 
presented. The experimentalmeaeuremente shav that the static 
pressure is virtually constant through the boundary layer even 
when there is a large static pressure gradlent imraediately outside 
theboundarylayer. Equation (10) is therefore applicable. However, 
before atteqting a solution of this equation for turbulent flows, 
it is necessary to investigate the characteristics of turbulent 
boundary layers at high speeds. 
Turbulent Flop 
The transonic, turbulen%boundary-layer velocity profiles 
presented by Ackeret can be analyzed by the mathods used for low- 
speed turbulent velocity profiles.' The variable considered was 
the ratio of the local velocity at varioue points inside the 
boundarylayerto the local velocity immsdiately cutside the 
boundarylayer. The points for which the local velocity ratio 
was considered were at a dietance y from the airfoil surface 
equal to the local momentum thickneae 8, and also at even integral 
multiples of this distance y/8 from the surface. The latter points 
are plotted against the former in*figure 6. The curves drawn in 
this figure were obtained fcr lmepeed turbulent boundary layers. 
The data for a value of y/e of,4 indicate that the boundary- 
layer velocity profiles at transcnio speeds may differ a-what 
from those at low speed over the outer portion of the profiles. 
However, at the inner pcrtion of the bcundary layer,the values for 
transonic speeds are in agreement with the curves obtained from 
low-epeed data. It therefore follows that essentially .tbe sa7m3 
boundary-layer velocity profiles occur at low and traneonio speeds, 
and throughout thiaMachnumber range the w Gruschwitz shape 
mter q applies. 
. 
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The relation between q 'and 8*/e (or H) is different for 
compressible and incompressible flaws because of the variation af 
density through the boundary layer. Ackeret assumes that the 
totalenergyand static pressure are constant through the boundary 
layer. From this it follows that the density variation through 
the boundary layer is a function of the velocity--profile shape, 
the free-stream Mach number, and the local stream Mach mmihr M. 
Values of H have been calculated for free--etream Mach numbers 
between 0.7 and 1.0, and various local Mach numbers. As long as 
the local mch number is greater than the free-stream Mach number 
but less than 1.4, the effect of Compressibility on the value of 
H is well approximated by 
(11) 
It is now possible to consider solutions of equation (10) which 
csn be used to calculate the turbulentGbounda.ry-layer growth through 
a shock wave. The pressure and Mach number variation in this region 
are large, an& both of these factors have appreciable effects on H. 
The pressure variation causes an increase in H, the MLgnitude of ..-. 
which is reduced as a result of the decreasing local Mach numbers. 
This suggests the simple approximation of again using a constent 
average value of H in solving the momentum integral equation. This 
is such a gross approximation that it would be foolish to attempt 
to include the relatively small effect of the surface shear forces. 
Assuming a constant average value of 6*/e and neglecting the 
surface shear forces, equation (10) reduces to 
(=+H) 
WJ = constant w 
This same equation has Been employed (reference 9) for estiaating 
the increase in boundary-iayermntum thictiss through the 
trailingddge shock wave of an airfoil at supersonic speeds. 
It is necessary to calculate the chordwise variation of both 
H and the momentum thickness 8 before an estimation of the growth 
of the displacenrsnt thictiss 8* may be made. As has been 
previo..sly discussed, an analysis of the turbulent trensonic 
boundary layers of reference 4 (fig. 6) indicated the applicability 
of the parsmeter q for specifying the shape of the boundary layer. 
Therefore, the data of reference 4.were analyzed in terms of equa- 
tion (7) of this report. In performing this analysis, equation (7) 
was written in the form 
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-2 d(rirJ2) = 0 005 - 0 009 q 
IF& l : 
(13) 
and used with the e-rime&al values of 8 and W to calculate the 
variation of 9. The calculatedand e~rimentalvalues of qare 
cnmpR.mdinfigure 7. With the chordwise variation of tl known, 
values of k. maybe determined from equation (9) or figure 3. 
Equation (11) gives the correction to -0 for the effect of 
cmpressibility. Since H equals W/e, S* IB irmPediat&,yavailable. 
To illustrate these result6.a typical example, taken from refe- 
ence 4, is prssent6d in figure 8. The calculations wers based on 
the experimental static preesure distribution which was converted 
to velocity distribution by using Bernoullils equation for adiabatic 
flow. At the peak pressure, the value of H was obtained from equa- . 
tion (11) under the assumption that -0 would have been 1.4. 
This value of H was used.in equation (12) to calculate the momentum- 
thiclmess distribution shown in figure 8. Equation (13) then gave 
the chordwise variation of 7. Figure 3 was used to convert the 
calculated values of q to aM,o andequation (11) to determine the 
corresponding values of H. Since H equals 6*/e, 8* was easily 
determined. These values are also compared with the experimental 
measurements in figure 8. 
The data presented by Ackeret indicate an important fact 
regarding the variation of the turbulenGboundary-layer profile 
shape through the shock wave. In the immediate vicinity of the 
shock wave, the large pressure gradient causes the velocity profile 
to approach the shape associated with turbulent separation in loi+ 
speed flows. However, immediately following this region is one 
with much slnaller pressure gradients,and in this latter region the 
boundary-layer velocity profile tends to return to a shape character 
istic of unseparated turbulent boundary layers. This tendency to 
return to a flat-plate tspe of velocity profile is indicated, by 
equation (13) and figure 7, to be characteristic of regions of small 
pressure gradients. It thus appears possible that imubediately 
behind a sufficiently intense shock wave the boundary layer may be 
separated, but re-establishment of turbulent boundary-layer flow 
will occur if the subsonic region behind the shock is sufficiently 
extensive and if the adverse pressure gradient over that region is 
SrLall. 
DISCUSSI~ AND CONCLUDING m 
In the preceding analysis,a general similarity has been found 
between boundary-layer flows at low speeds and transonic speeds. 
The low-speed case considered was an airfoil section at moderate 
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angle of attack; the trsnsonic case was a surface over which there 
was a rather extensive region of supersonic flow. The comparison 
of the varioue flow regimes for these two cases will now be 
discussed. 
Iaminar separation in the low-speed case is due to the 
adverse pressure gradient aft of the sharp leading+dge pressure 
peak. The potential-theory pressure distribution is so modified 
by the presence of separation that locally the pressure gradient 
is zero. The extent of the zero-gradient region is such as to 
permit the laminar flow to turn turbulent and is characterized by 
a Reynolds mmiber run of approximately 25,000. At transonic speeds 
laminar separation is more cnm-plex because the occurrence of en 
adverse gradient and laminar separation are two aspects of the 
same physioal phenomena; that is, it is not apparent that one is 
cause and the other effect. However, the magnitude of’ the flow 
deceleration izzzediately ahead of separation is the sars~ as for 
lmdpeed flows, and in the latter case it is known that this flow 
deceleration causes lsminar separation. 
The examples of transonic flow considered in the present 
report have a more extensive length of laminar flow ahead of the 
transition point and hence a thicker boundary layer than the low- 
Bpeed examples. Consequently, the transonic disturbance which 
causes laminar separation at one Reynolds number can cause abrupt 
transition at a somewhat larger Reynolds number. For moderate 
Reynolds numbers (about one million) and Mach numbers of about 1.2 
the length of the laminar-separation region is characterized by a 
Reynolds number run of about 100,000. 
At both low and transonic speeds,the boundary-layer momentum 
thickness remains constant over the constant-pressure region, and 
the displacement thickness grows in such a manner as to effectively 
change the local surface shape to one over which the pressure 
gradient would be zero. When trsnsition occurs, there is a large 
pressure gradient and considera.ble pressure recovery before the 
separated flow reattaches to the surface as a turbulent boundary 
layer. It does not seem to have been recognized previously that 
such a large pressure recovery occurs over the transition region 
before the onset of fully developed turbulent boundary-layer flow. 
In the transition region the boundary-layer displacement thickness 
is relatively constant, while the momentum thickness increases 
nmxkedly. 
The velocity distributions through turbulent boundary layers 
at lar and transonic speeds appear to belong to the same one- 
parameterfamily. Thus, specifying the ratio of the local stream 
velocity to the velocity at a distance from the surface equal to 
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the local momentum thickness immsdiatsly specifies the entire 
velocity profile. This property of turbulent- boundary layers 
suggests the use of the Gruschwitz method for calculating the 
chordwise variation of the velocity-profile shape. The available 
data indicate that such calculations give results in fair agreement 
I with experimentalmeasurements atbothlowand transonic speeds. 
A rough approxFmation determined from the Gruschwitz equation 
for the magnitude of the flow deceleration which is sufficient to 
cause an initially fully developed turbulent boundary layer to 
separate is ( U, > 2 ration =. &tial ; 
It thus follows that if the boundary layer is turbulent ahead of a 
shock wave,and through the shock the local Mach number goes subsonic 
from a moderate supersonic value, then separation may exist behind 
the shock. However, the turbulent boundary layer reestablishes 
itself as unseparated flow if the adverse pressure gradient behind 
the shock is sufficiently small. This important effect of the 
pressure gradient existing behind the shock wave suggests that 
airfoil sections having small pressure gradients over the rear 
portion oftieechord will have better flow oharacteristics at 
transonic speeds than airfoils having large gradients in this region. 
The question arises as to whether the magnitude of the peak 
local Mach number occurring on airfoils Is limited by flow sepsra- 
tion, The available data give no answer to this problem. However, 
the analysis indicates that, if' turbulent boundary-layer flow 
exists ahead of the shock, the s~ximum deceleration through the 
shock compatible with the stability of the turbulent boundary layer 
corresp!onds to a decrease in hch number from 1.5 to 1.0. Thus, if 
the flow behind the shock is to be subsonic, the properties of the 
turbulent boundary layer appear to impose a limiting value of 1.5 
for the peak Mach number. 
The rather rudimentary analysis of the present report cannot 
be considered as the snswer to the various problems dealt with. It 
is rather intended to present a simple and coherent -picture of the 
boundary-layer variation for certain airfoil configurations. The 
basic similarities-between the low-speed and transoniwpeed caees 
considered indicate that important simplifications and extensions 
of current boundary-layer theory are possible. 
Ames Aeronautioal Laboratory, 
IJational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Moffett Field, Calif. 
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